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Although seemingly simple, tensegrity structures are complex in nature which makes them both ideal
for use in robotics and difficult to construct. We work to develop a protocol for constructing tensegrities
more easily. We consider attaching a tensegrity’s springs to the appropriate locations on some planar
arrangement of attached struts. Once all of the elements of the structure are connected, we release the
struts and allow the tensegrity to find its equilibrium position. This will allow for more rapid tensegrity
construction. We develop a black-box that given some tensegrity returns a flat-pack, or the information
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1 Introduction
Classical robots, with wheels, are largely limited to known, regular terrains, but there is a need for more
adaptable robots that can be sent out into unknown or irregular areas. For example such robots could help
with search and rescue efforts following natural disasters or be used for planetary exploration. In response
to this need, the area of soft robotics has emerged, and with it tensegrity robots.
A tensegrity structure is composed of rigid struts under compression and tensile strings under tension.
These structures are stable despite the fact that none of the struts are directly connected. Tensegrities have
an equilibrium state in which the sum of the net forces of the elements is minimal. In this state all of the
tensile elements are under tension. Even after experiencing large amounts of force, such as falling from
a great height, tensegrity structures will revert back to their equilibrium state. Therefore, their struts can
be pushed together into a compact bundle for storage purposes. When released the tensegrity will revert
back to its equilibrium state. This makes the tensegrity an appealling structure for planetary exploration; it
can be compacted to fit on a spacecraft and then dropped onto a new planet, reverting back to its original
shape. Additionally, there are a wide variety of tensegrity structures of varying sizes and complexities [16].
As a result of their unique structure, many researchers have begun using tensegrity structures as a basis
for robots [1, 5, 7, 10, 15, 17, 18]. Due to their structure, tensegrities have a large amount of vibration and
dynamic coupling, which make it difficult to model them accurately using physics simulators. Therefore
much of tensegrity robotics research requires physical tensegrity structures. Unfortunately, due to the ten-
sion in the tensile elements of tensegrities, they are very difficult to construct by hand. Additionally, 3-D
printers cannot be used to build a tensegrity completely, as the tensile element cannot be printed. Therefore
many researchers only use small, simple and regular tensegrity structures, such as the standard 6-strut. If
tensegrity structures were easier to construct, more complex structures could be used in tensegrity robotics.
We consider that by applying forces to various points on a tensegrity structure we can alter its form.
When the forces are released, the tensegrity will revert back to its equilibrium position. Can we determine
the proper locations to apply force such that the tensegrity’s struts are planar? We call this planar configu-
ration a “flat-packed model”, as the entire tensegrity structure appears to be flat and nearly 2-dimensional.
It is not necessary for a flat-packed model to have a strut configuration with no overlaps; the example in
Figure 1 does have overlapping struts. Ideally, the strut overlap would be minimized while remaining
within the bounds allowable by the maximum lengths of the tensile elements.
To what extent can we develop an algorithm, given a tensegrity structure and some constraints, that can
be used to produce a flat-packed model of that tensegrity which meets the given constraints and will revert
back to its equilibrium state upon release? When a flat-packed model of a tensegrity is known it can be
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Figure 1: A flat-packed model of a regular 6-bar tensegrity.
used as a model to attach tensile elements to a flattened strut configuration. After all of the tensile elements
have been attached, the forces holding the struts in 2-dimensions can be released to allow the tensegrity to
spring into its 3-dimensional, low-energy, equilibrium state.
Some constraints that may be considered are: maximum length of the tensile elements, maximum area
of the flat-packed form, and the allowable overlap of struts (Can two overlap? What about 3 overlapping at
the same point?). This constraints can be customized to fit within the limitations of the materials available
to build the tensegrity.
If an algorithm can be developed to solve our research question, we will have a much simpler way in
which to build tensegrity structures. This will allow for more physical tensegrities, of various forms, to be
used for further research. If an algorithm cannot be developed for an arbitrary tensegrity, limitations on the
inputs should enable an algorithm to be developed for some number of tensegrity structures. Even if this is
not the case, researching this topic will increase our understanding of the various forms a given tensegrity
can take.
We hypothesize that for every tensegrity structure, there exists a 2-dimensional configuration of the
struts with interwoven springs such that when released, the tensegrity’s equilibrium state is achieved. This
configuration will be determined through an algorithmic approach and verified through physics engine




Over the past decade, tensegrity-based robots have been developed. We examine to what extent physical
tensegrity structures are used when designing and developing these robots and the variety of tensegrity
strucutres used.
In 2006, Paul et al. studied forward locomotion for three and four strut tensegrities [15]. The movement
was developed and optimized in simulation using the open dynamics engine. At the end of the project
a physical model of the 3-strut robot was created. The researchers found that the physical and simulated
models did not match exactly. This highlights the fact that tensegrity structures are too complex to study in
simulation alone; physical structures are needed to verify and further develop methods built in simulation.
Additionally, the group only considered very simple tensegrity structures and they did not study the 4-strut
tensegrity out of simulation.
Standard 6-strut tensegrities are a very popular base for tensegrity robots. Shibata et al. developed
an approach for designing 6-strut tensegrity robots that move through a crawling motion [18]. Intuitively,
there seem to be other tensegrity structures more suitable for crawling, such as the tower in Figure 2. The
same 6-strut structure was used as a “skeletal structure” for a rolling soft robot [10].
Figure 2: A 10-strut tensegrity tower. [16]
A third method of movement was developed on the same tensegrity structure by Khazanov et al. [7].
This project exploited the vibration and dynamic coupling between tensegrity components to achieve mo-
tion. The group stated that research applying these methods to more complex tensegrity structures is lim-
ited due to the inability to accurately model such complex structures in simulation and the inability to easily
construct anything more than a simple tensegrity structure.
An example of a more complex tensegrity robot is the DuCTT, an 8-strut tensegrity robot, developed
by Friesen et al. [5]. The researchers are developing this robot to explore duct systems. The group began
by using simulations and then a physical model was built. Modifications were necessary to make up the
difference between simulation and the physical world.
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As the inability to accurately model tensegrities has been cited as an obstacle to studying tensegrities
virtually, it should be noted that environments have been built to study tensegrity movement. Caluwaerts
et al. developed two software environments to study tensegrity movement: the Euler-Lagrange simulator
and the NASA Tensegrity Robotics Toolkit [1]. The researchers validated these programs against a physical
6-strut tensegrity, but not against any more complex structures. Additionally, such simulators cannot be
verified without the use of physical tensegrities.
Even NASA has settled on a simple 6-strut tensegrity structure. The SUPERball is being designed specif-
cally for space exploration [17]. It is not logical that this single structure would be ideal for all tensegrity
robots, and it seems that it is the default structure to use due to its regularity, simplicity and ease of construc-
tion. If there was an easier way to construct complex tensegrity structures, it would allow for researchers
to more easily experiment with various structures for their robots.
2.2 Self-Constructing and Printed Robotics
Tensegrity robotics is not the only area of robotics in need of a more efficient way to construct physical
robots. In recent years, the field of self-construction robotics has emerged as a way to create robots with
less human intervention. In general, these method include creating the elements of the robot through 3-D
printing and/or laser-cutting, connecting the elements such that they all exist in a single plane, and using
physical properties to cause the robot to transform into its desired form.
In 2013, Felton et al. used a 3-D printed circuit board and laser-cut layers to develop a robot that folded
from a single plane to an inchworm shape [4]. This robot was not perfect and required some human inter-
vention during the construction process as it had insufficient torque to flip into the proper position. This
idea was improved and modified in 2015 by Onal et al. who used methods from origami to create a robot
that completely self-constructed and achieved motion in its final form [14]. The entire process took less
than 4 hours and $50 to create.
In addition to robots that self-construct, methods have been developed to simplify the construction
process, without the robots actually constructing themselves. Trimmer et al. introduces a 3-D printing
approach to create a soft robot with two different materials [22]. This resulted in a soft robot, capable
of inching and crawling motions, that required much less hands-on construction than would typically be
required. In response to a difficulty with adding strings and fibers to robot structures, such as hands, using
typical approachs, Kimmer et al. developed a number of methods to simplify this task [8].
This work is significant as it demonstrates that new methods for robot construction are necessary, and
that it is possible to simplify the construction processes of a large variety of robot structures using uncon-
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ventional approaches. These ideas served as inspiration for simplifying the tensegrity construction process.
2.3 Mathematics of Tensegrities
In “Mathematics and Tensegrity: Group and representation theory make it possible to form a complete
catalog of “strut-cable” constructions with prescribed symmetries” Connelly et al. provides a definition for
the equilibrium state of a tensegrity structure [2]. In short, a tensegrity is in equilibrium when the form has
a minimal energy state. This can be modeled through energy functions for the structure’s tensile elements
and the same functions, but with negative proportionality constants, for the strut elements. Additionally,
the authors introduce methods for considering tensegrities in group theory. These could be be used to
describe similar flat-packed forms between group elements.
Tensegrities can also be considered from a graph theory perspective. So et al. provides a graph theory
definition for tensegrities:
A tensegrity G(p) is a graph G = (v,E) together with a configuration p = (pi) ∈ RD × ...×RD = R|V |D
such that each edge is labelled as a cable, strut or bar and each vertex is labelled as pinned or unpinned
[19].
It remains to be shown how this definition can be used to find alternative arrangements of tensegrity struts
and if this can be used in conjunction with force direct graph drawing (see section 2.5).
Linear algebra is also commonly used to model tensegrities. Lui et al. used linear algebra to represent
the forces of a simple 3-strut tensegrity [11]. Once the researchers understood a simple tensegrity, com-
ponents were added to create new stable tensegrity structures. The use of smaller tensegrity structures
with known qualities to build up larger structures allows for the existence of large, complex structures with
known components. This would allow for a piece-wise understanding and modeling of large structures.
Additionally, researchers have used linear algebra to characterize the static equilibria of tensegrities with
very few variables, for use in the design and simulation of tensegrities [23]. It is interesting to consider
how these principles can be applied to applying forces to equilibrium tensegrity structures to find planar
embeddings.
2.4 Tensegrity Structures
It is non-trivial to discover tensegrity structures beyond the small regular ones that are commonly used,
such as the regular 6-strut tensegrity. Rieffel et al. developed an evolutionary algorithm to represent and
evolve large tensegrity structures [16]. This algorithm is able to produce a large variety of tensegrity struc-
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tures and describe classes of tensegrities. This work will be used to provide arbitrary tensegrities to flat-
pack. Additionally, we may be able to develop general flat-packed forms for tensegrity classes. This work
also describes a rapid prototyping machine for creating tensegrities. This machine 3-D printed tensegrities
in their equilibrium state with solid elements in the place of tensile elements. These elements were then re-
placed, by hand, with rubber bands. This approach for tensegrity construction did not end up being much
easier than constructing them fully by hand, and is no longer being used. Another example of alternative
methods for tensegrity construction is presented in “A Review of a Family of Self-Deploying Tensegrity
Structures with Elastic Ties” [3]. The approach presented in this paper has a very limited scope, as it can
only be applied to a specific tensgrity class.
Finally, in the past year 3-D printing has been used in the construction of tensegrity structures. Lui
et al. constructed a range of tensegrity structures through the use of shape memory polymers [12]. This
method allows for tensegrities to be constructed fairly quickly with minimal human intervention. Zappetti
et al. present a similar method for tensegrity construction, but the shape shifting struts are replaced with a
folding network of elastic cables to which ridged struts are attached [24]. We also note that currently this
method has only been applied to constructing the regular six strut tensegrity structure. Furthermore, both
of these methods construct tensegrities with some elastic printed material acting as the tensile element,
thus the elasticity of the structure has limited variation as opposed to one that can be constructed with any
variety of extension spring.
Due to their ability to compress into much smaller forms, tensegrities are of interest for activities such
as deploying satellites. The mechanics behind tensegrity based satellite deployment is detailed by Tibert
et al., from which we can see that such methods are what Tur et al. would call passive deployment, in
that external forces are required to transition the structure from its compact configuration to its deployed
position [20, 21]. This differs from our approach which utilizes the energy present in the tensegrity’s springs
from being compressed to allow it to revert to its equilibrium position upon release, without any external
assistance.
2.5 Force Directed Graph Drawing
A graph is simply defined by vertices and edges, the actual positioning of these elements in space is relative,
as such there are an infinite number of ways in which any given graph can be drawn in the plane. Force
directed graph drawing is a method for drawing graphs through the use of physical properties in order
to achieve some simplest drawing. For example, the vertices of a graph can be modeled as elements with
repulsive forces and the edges of a graph can be modeled as springs with spring forces. Forces of each
6
Tensegrity Attributes
Force Directed Graph DrawingOpen Dynamics Engine
2-Dimensional Graph3-Dimensional Coordinates
Ordering of Elements
Flat-packed form of Tensegrity
Physical Tensegrity
Figure 3: A High Level Solution.
vertex in the graph are calculated over the course of time until an equilibrium state is reached, at which
point the graph should have minimal edge overlap. Algorithms for this process are introduced in a number
of papers [6, 9, 13]. Such algorithms have not been used to draw tensegrity graphs, but we hope that they
can be applied to this field to find planar embeddings of tenesgrity struts.
3 Methods
At a high level I have created a black-box that takes a tensegrity structure as input and outputs the flat-
packed form that can be used to physically construct the physical tensegrity. The flat-packed form consists
of a two-dimensional graph of the tensegrity and a text file detailing the ordering of each overlap present
in the graph. Figure 3 shows the steps that occur within the computational black-box, each step is detailed
below. For the purposes of this section all of the example images will be of the three-bar tensegrity.
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Figure 4: A graph generated from the input graphviz .dot file for the 3-bar tensegrity.
3.1 Tensegrity Attributes
The black-box program takes a tensegrity represented as a graphviz dot file as input. I choose this format
as this is how tensegrities are returned from Rieffel et al’s tensegrity generation program [16]. In the input
file the tensegrity is modeled as a graph were each strut endpoint is a vertex and the struts and springs
are represented by edges, see Figure 4. Each endpoint of a strut is assigned an index, ranging from zero to
twice the number of struts. These indices are assigned such that the top vertex of each strut is even and the
corresponding bottom vertex is one greater than the index of the top. This enables the struts and springs
to be represented in the same way, while still being distinguishable. By parsing this dot file the number of
struts, number of springs and an array of all the struts and springs in the given tensegrity are determined
and written to a text file. This is all the information that is necessary to progress to the next stage, I will
refer to this data collectively as the tensegrity attributes.
3.2 Three-Dimensional Model
The tensegrity attributes are used to generate a three-dimensional model of the given tensegrity. This model
is created through the Open Dynamics Engine physics simulator. This program takes the text file created
in the previous step (section 3.1) as a parameter. The information in the text file is used to automatically
model the given tensegrity. Once all of the struts and springs are added to the simulation, the simulation
form-finds an equilibrium state for the tensegrity, see Figure 5. Once an equilibrium has been reached the
three-dimensional coordinates of each strut endpoint are written to a text file, to be used in a later step
(section 3.4). It should be noted that some amount of control is lost by creating a program robust enough
to generate any tensegrity in this fashion, but as our work does not rely on the actual image generated this
should not impact our results.
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Figure 5: The 3-dimensional model for the 3-bar tensegrity.
3.3 Two-Dimensional Model
Once the three-dimensional model has been used to calculated the coordinates of the equilibrium state
tensegrity, the final program can be run. This program computes the information necessary for the two-
dimensional model and to generate the flack-packed form (covered in section 3.4). This C program takes
the file containing the tensegrity attributes (from section 3.1) and the file containing the three-dimensional
coordinates (from section 3.2). The graph representing the flat-packed form and a text file containing the
ordering data are produced.
The first step in this program is generating a two-dimensional model of the tensegrity, which is done
through force directed graph drawing, see section 2.5. Before the graph drawing process can begin, the
graph must be modeled. This is done by transferring the information from the tensegrity attributes to a
graph object, with the number of vertices equal to twice the number of struts, and an edge between all the
pairs of indices listed in the array of struts and springs. The forces and two-dimensional coordinates of each
vertex are stored in the graph object. I have chosen the set the initial positions of each vertex such that the
struts are parallel to the x-axis and slightly offset in the y direction. This provides a starting configuration
with no strut overlaps, which is important for the graph drawing and selection process. The graph can be
drawn to a PPM file, when this is done the struts are drawn in blue, while the springs are green. An initial
graph drawing for the three-bar is shown in Figure 6a.
After the initial graph is created a graph drawing program, based on [13], is applied to the graph. For
some constant number of times, I have been using 60000, the forces of each vertex are updated based on the
repulsive forces between each pair of vertices and the spring forces on all the edges that represent springs.
For each iteration the coordinates of each vertex is updated based on the updated forces. When physically
constructing the tensegrity each strut will be the same length, I have incorporated this limitation into the
program by adjusting the position the second vertex in each strut is updated to. The line that the strut
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(a) The initial drawing of the 3-bar tensegrity. (b) The final drawing of the 3-bar tensegrity.
Figure 6: Two-dimensional models of the 3-bar tensegrity.
would fall on is not altered, only the length of the line segment. Note that in some of the example graphs
the strut lengths do not appear to be equal, this is as a result of scaling that occurred when writing the
graph to an image file; when calculated from the coordinates of the vertices each strut is 50 units long.
Ideally graph drawing programs halt when the system’s equilibrium state is reached, unfortunately
there is no way to guarantee that this occurs with a single set of constants and an arbitrary graph. In
order to circumvent this issue, while still choosing some “best” drawing, I compare the graphs generated
throughout the process and choose the one that aligns best with our needs. Our ideal graph would have
no strut overlaps, and minimize both the number of spring crossings and the total energy of the system.
Since strut-over-strut crossings would prevent the struts to be laser cut and connected in a single sheet of
material during the physical construction process, see section 3.5, I require the final graph to have no such
overlaps. This is possible to ensure due to how I create the initial graph drawing. A new graph is deemed
better than a prior one if the number of intersections did not increase and the total energy of the system did
not increase. As the graph drawing runs, the attributes of the best drawing are updated as a better graph is
created, after the program has been run for the specified number of iterations the attributes of the current
best graph are used to recreate that drawing. This final graph drawing is written to a PPM file and is the
graph portion of the flat-pack. The best drawing for the three-bar can be seen in Figure 6b. We note that the
third strut is difficult to see as it is intersecting with an adjacent spring.
3.4 Flat-Packed Form
The second step of the program introduced in section 3.3 determines the ordering of each intersection
present in the final graph to be used in the flat-pack. This is done by first locating add of the intersections
present in the graph, achieved by simple linear methods. Next for each intersection present in the graph
the three-dimensional layering information is determined. This can be done by considering the three-
dimensional coordinate pairs for each line involved in the intersection. Using these coordinates the program
finds the x-interception of these lines projected in the xz-plane. Lastly the canonical equation of a line is
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(a) The laser cut struts. (b) The constructed tensegrity before the struts are sepa-rated.
(c) The final form of the constructed tensegrity.
Figure 7: Physical construction of 3-bar tensegrity using graph from Figure 6a.
used to find the y value that corresponds to the x-intercept value calculated. The line with the larger y value
should be on the top. This information is written to a text file. At this point the flat packed form is complete
and is composed of the PPM file of the graph from 3.3 and the text file containing the pairs of edges that
intersect and the ordering of the elements involved.
3.5 Physical Construction
Once the flat-packed form is known, a physical construction of the tensegrity can be attempted. Note that
the images include are not representative of a construction from the graph from Figure 6b, instead the naive
drawing shown in Figure 6a was used. First struts should be laser-cut out of acrylic material according to
the arrangement in the flat-packed graph. Connections should be included, such that all of the struts remain
slightly connected, see Figure 7a. Next springs or rubber bands should be attacked to the strut endpoints
as specified by the flat-packed form, see Figure 7b. Finally once all of the springs are attached the struts can
be separated, allowing the structure to find the desired equilibrium position, Figure 7.
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(a) The 3-dimensional model. (b) The initial graph drawing.
(c) The best found graph drawing.
Figure 8: Example of 4-bar tensegrity.
4 Results
The goal of this project was to “develop an algorithm, given a tensegrity structure and some constraints,
that can be used to produce a flat-packed model of that tensegrity which meets the given constraints and
will revert back to its equilibrium state upon release.” We have successfully developed and implemented
an algorithm that given a tensegrity produces a flat-pack model of that tensegrity. The algorithm is robust
enough to work on any tensegrity, although we are not guaranteed to generate a flat-packed form that
is feasible to physically construct. Included are three more examples of the information produced by this
process, see Figures 8, 9, 10. In addition this method is time efficient, at least for relatively small tensegrities.
The 15-strut example took about a minute and a half total to run through the black-box. It is significant that
a black-box has been created that accept any tensegrity, represented in the correct format, and output,
relatively quickly, a graph and overlap data, even if the given solution is not physically feasible. This being
said, my program has a number of limitations.
The graph drawing program is not as effective as it should be. While it is able to select the best graph
generated, it is likely that the ideal arrangement, that minimizes the tensegrity’s energy, is never being
generated. In addition this program does not consider the limitations of a spring; a spring has a maximum
length it can stretch before it deforms. By ignoring this constraint it is likely the program generates final
graphs that can not actually be physical constructed.
A physical construction of a four strut tensegrity using this process, shown in Figure 11 shed light on
some issues in translating this computational work to the physical world. An initial difficulty is translating
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(a) The 3-dimensional model.
(b) The initial graph drawing.
(c) The best found graph drawing.
Figure 9: Example of 6-bar tensegrity.
(a) The 3-dimensional model.
(b) The initial graph drawing.
(c) The best found graph drawing.
Figure 10: Example of 15-bar tensegrity, from Rieffel et al [16]. Note: all of the struts (in blue) are all the
same length, they appear distorted in these images.
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(a) The laser cut struts. (b) The constructed tensegrity before the struts are sepa-rated.
(c) The final form of the constructed tensegrity.
Figure 11: Physical construction of 4-bar tensegrity using graph from Figure 8b.
the graph produced into struts laser cut out of acrylic. A further difficulty is the limitations of the materials
used. In the examples included in this paper wire springs were used, these proved difficult to securely fas-
ten to the struts which lead to further complications during construction. Finally, in order for the structure
to take the desired form the length of the struts and springs, as well as the spring constant used, must be in
the proper proportions. This being said, I cannot make any claims about the extent to which the flat-pack
generated for any given tensegrity will translate into the physical construction process, but the foundations
to test and improve this area have been put in place.
5 Future Work
Our future work will work on addressing the limitations mentioned in section 4. Specifically the graph
drawing process will be improved to generate even lower energy graph systems. In addition the ability
to consider more constraints, namely the maximum spring length, will be added. A further limitation in
our results is the lack of an automated way to go from the final graph to a file that can be given to a laser-
cutter and produce the struts in the position indicated by the graph. In the future we will add this to the
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black-box, this will enable physical verification of this process to be faster and easier. Once this is complete,
more physical construction tests should be performed to further verify the method and to identify physical
limitations of the process. Finally we consider altering the materials used so that springs do not need to be
added by hand, but instead an elastic material can be positioned with the acrylic sheets in such a way that
both the struts and the springs can be laser-cut.
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